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Miles law

Where you stand depends on where you sit
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So, where do we sit?
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”Careful crafted
redundancy and 
diversity is not for the
network itself, but for 
the network availability
at our customer´s sites”

Flat high-capacity
network, may utilize
every possible path



Suddenly, a customer wants to overlay
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What may be the motivation behind overlay networks?

Security?

• Confidentiality, Integrity

• Availability (probably getting worse)

• ”We need control!”

Philosophy?

• Enterprise model

• Centralization

Organization and psychology?

• The need to reflect organizational boundaries and responsibilities through the network design

• ”This is MY or OUR network, and no one elses!”

New technology?

• Flexibility

• ”Let´s check out this new cool feature, and use it. Makes my job safer!”

• ”Because we can!”

Business models?

• In the 90´s TELCOs needed something more profitable than plain internet

• Virtual leased line, VPNs
• Now the cloud providers are doing the same thing

• Complexity ties up the customer, more revenue from consultancy
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Some technical arguments for overlay networks:

Isolation of traffic

Insecure applications over insecure network

• Enterprise-solutions and -applications not suited for open networks

Control points (perimeter control - firewalls/proxies) towards external
networks.

• Security perimeters do help indeed, but has got increasingly more broken 

Redesigning the network topology without altering the network physics

”Bring the cloud home” 

• Great marketing twist, appearently more secure ... well, not necessarly

May simplify the network structure from a customer point of view

• but not necessarly, considering the total network logic involved
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Centralization

Foundation; One believe reducing the number of instances and 
concentrate them is the main road towards economies-of-scale and 
simplication. That may sometimes be true, but may challenge
robustness and create big and complex monolitic systems.

Using centralization as a tool for tidying up. 

• Not always feasible, redundancy and diversity does not exclude tidyness.

Centralization does not primarly address crucial dependencies

• Sentralized DHCP-servers, firewalls etc for a distributed organization

• Monsterous ITIL-CHANGE processes
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Possible negative consequences of overlays
May imply more network equipment (and more components that may fail)

Inoptimal physical traffic traversal

May invalidate underlying physical redundancy

Overlays tend to create concentration points and SPOFs towards the external
world

More logical connections, inoptimal physical traffic patterns, more complex
configuration, more complex troubleshooting

More complex operation - the need for more tools, monitoring and automation

Risk of routing leakage

Software lisences more expensive. 

The need for more consultant services 

Trombone effect; more capacity consume

basic high-availability services (anycast)
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Clearing the mind, back to basic:

The internet was never designed for the purpose of confidentiality. Availability and 
integrity however ...

• E.g. road construction will never remove the need for brakes. 

• As an academic network we may ask; making an ”internet” within the internet, is that the best approach if we
still want a transparent network with good end-to-end functionality?

”The are no secure networks, only insecure end-systems”

• Mostly true, but not totally; the network functionality itself may be attacked, and a dDoS attack may affect
both the integrity and availability of the network

Application layer technology do exist for encrypted communication over non-
encrypted communication lines.

• So why redesign the network then, why not focus more on the end-systems and the apps?

• Network protection as close as possible to the end-system then. The enemy is already inside the enterprise og 
campus network.

• So, heal the patient (the end systems), don´t fix what is already working!
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A quote from the master
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Good things with classical IP

It´s simple

• Simplicity is a very important factor for the success of the internet

Creating robustness is easy: 

• Add more lines, add more routers, play with the routing protocols ...

• Make physical and logical topology congruent.

• Shortest physical path

The Internet still works (and we must say, very well). Why not keep
it that way?
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Dijkstra (2)
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Simplicity
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Summing up
The network is one of our most important and fundamental digital assets -
”everything digital will increasingly depend on it”. Keep it healthy!

If your network is critical, designing for a rainy day is not enough, prepare for the
worst imaginable hurricane! 

• We may in certain situations need the network more than ever

• The network should be easy to troubleshoot and reestablish

• The last thing you need in a crisis situation is complexity

Insecure end-system should in principle not be fixed by the network. 

• The perimeter security model is more or less broken (email and web are dominant attack vectors these days).

• ”Heal the patient, not his football team”!

The test of time is a good test

• The Internet vs ATM, X.25, X.400 ...  MPLS/VPNs seem however to last, let´s be careful when we use it!

It´s easy to create complexity

• ... but very difficult to reduce

All planned complexity in the network should be deeply evaluated and 
understood. We should always look for simpler solutions!
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Don´t do it if you don´t need it
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... enough from me now, 

let the discussion commence ... 

Thanks J
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if we´re not able to conclude this debate, it may indicate that our networks are already becoming too complex ;-)


